
Report  on Management Development Programme Conducted  from 

1st  May  2018  to 5th May  2018 at IRMA, Gujarat. 

Learning Points 

 I learned different type of leadership and its importance in different situations 

 through the self assessment activities I could understand where I am and how much I 

want to improve  

 Analytic Hierarchy process in decision making is a best way we  can use in our 

programmes 

 Developing a shared vision and mission is very important in team building. Not 

understanding others only  in our perception is a most important thing in this process. A 

good leader should have an ability to show what you see and to be open to see what 

others see. 

 learned different levels of Motivation from the theories of motivation. Motivation is an 

integral part of any job. it will help the employee to become more productive.  

 Progressive farmer selection is a good practice to motivate and bring other farmers out 

in the field. 

 Learned some communication error happened in our official written communication. 

 

Suggestions for future training 

 It would be better if it includes more activity based learning in motivation and 

communication sessions 

 interaction with community people in the field visit will be good for understanding the 

impact of the programmes implemented. 

 Prior intimation will be helpful to avoid travel difficulties 

Suggestions for improving systems in Kudumbashree/for improving HR 

management/Capacity building 

 Motivation is a key factor of success. This type of opportunity will give motivation and 

team feeling to the persons.  

 while we are planning to implement any programes, it should be evaluated based on the 

need of the community and people as well. 

 Ensure the team involvement in our programmes 

 periodic trainings or motivation and team building sessions are very effective for those 

who are ready to being the part of Kudumbashree 



 

How  was I benefited 

 Increased my level of confidence 

 it is wonderful that I got a chance to being with highly professional team of IRMA and 

my team of Kudumbashree. It helps to motivate myself personally and professionally. 

 I could understand  some theory part of leadership, motivation, Analytic hierarchy 

process, team dynamics, Decision making and written communication 

 It also gave me a chance to think about myself. ie., my way of thinking, perceptions and 

role I play in different situations and my attitudes. 

Three Resolutions which I took after training 

 I will be open minded to the community when I approach them. 

 I will improve my communication skills 

 I will manage my time  

 

Reena David 

District Program Manager 

 Thiruvananthapuram 

 

                                                                                                                                                               


